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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Electric vehicle may be referred as electric drive that 

uses two or more electric motor for actuation. Types 

of vehicle decides the type of motor either it be by 

wheels or by some actuator impelled by rotary 

motors or wheels. Electric vehicles can be made up 

out of electric cars, trains, airplanes, boats, 

motorcycles, scooters, spacecraft etc. Most 

commonly used actuation system in the automobiles 

is internal combustion engine (ICE). While in electric 

vehicle we use electricity from the energy storage 

system i.e. from battery etc.  

 

These energy storage systems have to be 

replenished using electricity from grid, from fossil 

fuels, from nuclear power, tidal sources, solar sources 

etc. or combination of these can also be an option. 

Pivotal advantage of electric vehicle / PHEV is their 

ability to recover braking energy as electricity to be 

restored to send back to the grid that can be used 

for valley filling purposes. Accretionary fuel tolls, 

denigrating fossil fuel reserves, augmenting 

greenhouse gas emissions have made PHEV an 

inviting choice over staid vehicles.  

Energy rendered from these renewable sources is 

then fed to the electric vehicle using OH lines,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

inductive charging or direct charging using electric 

cables. Serious concern related to the environment 

like pollution can also be curbed by its utilization. 

While the ejection of GHG can be curbed if the 

generated energy is green i.e. by renewable sources 

of energy. Power to these electric vehicles is 

provided by onboard packs of battery. These electric 

vehicles are known to give appropriate top speed.  

While has poor drive range as has to recharges again 

which consumes accountable length of time. But can 

be recharged overnight. Electric vehicles also help in 

declining oil imports and incrementing gas monetary 

values in addition to declination of defilement.  

 

For today’s domain electric power is of the at most 

prominence. This brings wealth, security, health and 

safety to the civilization. If conveyance of electricity is 

abrupt even for short span in any area that will lead 

to problems elevation for nourishment, housing, 

water etc. Effectual generation, transmission and 

distribution of electricity may be chore for the social 

club. While celerity variance in the demand of the 

consumer has exacerbate the state. Moreover use of 

urbane system like computers, and electronic based 

equipment has declined the acceptance towards 
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variance in voltage and levels of frequency. If 

sustainable monetary value is not going to be 

committed for the procession of the power system, 

quality of the system will aggrade and tolls will 

always be ascending then. For the last few years 

PHEV have been quite non-common. Rendering to 

diverse subject area if half of the IEC automobiles are 

evacuated by the PHEVs then only 8% hike in 

electricity generation will be compulsory. 

Uncoordinated charging of EV may lead to 

disturbances in the voltage behavior in the system. 

Thus charging has to be coordinated for expeditious 

maneuver of the system for decrementing costs and 

loading.  

 

II. CHARGING OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
 

1. Grid capacity: If large number of EV is connected 

to grid. This will result in greater demand and 

moreover large emissions. While consumption of 

energy & emission are diminished on overall cycle 

charging is generally done overnight.  

 

2. Charging station: traditional stations that are 

utilized for charging purposes are being utilized for 

charging of EVs. The process of charging utilizes up 

to hours so done overnight. This charging up to 

hours increases commute limit. Moreover “curb 

connect” (2012) eliminate requirement of cable. 

 

  

Figure 1 Charging of EV on charging station. 

 

3. Swapping of battery: At some stations we can 

also swap battery that will consume few minutes 

instead of charging that will consume hour store 

charge. But some batteries can’t be recharged like 

“metal air fuel cell”, it has density of energy largest 

but can’t be recharged. Moreover it will include 

metallurgical processes like smelting etc. but 

batteries like “silicon air”, “aluminum air” can be 

swapped. But they are costlier comparatively.  

 

4. Swapping of chassis: Replacing chassis is also an 

option. It includes whole motor, battery, wheel set 

up. It includes owning body & leasing chassis from 

pool. This reduces “depreciation cost” etc.  

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

1. Flowchart for Centralized Charging  

 

  
Figure 2 Flow Chart for Centralized charging. 

 

For centralized kind of charging, PHEV charging is 

organized by a central operator i.e. called 

aggregator. This sort of charging is not favored by 

the EV holders who craving far- reaching authority 

on the period of charging of their vehicle. Prime 

purpose of this type of charging is valley-filling i.e. 

charging is shifted to night time to increase that time 
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load by the central operator [29]. Thus more 

appropriate load profile is achieved. 

 

 
Figure 3 Flowchart for Decentralized charging Data 

base. 

 

Decentralization is a crucial article of whichever 

architectural portion of network, structure crossing 

structural borders. Nonetheless, regular tactics to 

scheduling, both theoretic and real world, and 

apprehension primarily centralized algorithms. In 

across-the- board lattices, the centralized 

methodology is evidently unattainable. Primarily, 

centralized scheduling necessitates precise, unified 

info about the condition of the entire structure. 

Furthermore, positions creating the network sustain 

some level of self-sufficiency [32], yet classic 

algorithms indirectly take on comprehensive control 

over specific means  

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

It is evident from the final comparison graph that 

Centralized control technique has flattened the 

injected load from 2:00 p.m. to 24:00 a.m. while 

Decentralized control technique has flattened the 

injected load from 20:00 p.m. to 24:00a.m. I.e. 

centralized control technique is more efficient in 

comparison with decentralized control technique for 

the purpose of flattening the load curve especially 

during peak hours. 

 

Table 1 Base Load (MW) with duration (Hrs.). 

 
 

Final comparison graph is given as under: 

 

  
Figure 4 Base Load of Grid, EV in Centralized & in 

De-Centralized environment Control. 

 

Moreover in Decentralized charging the load has 

increased for the span 7:00-9:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., and 

also for 5:00-7:00 p.m. while centralized has not 

resulted into any increase for the injected load of EVs 

in the base load. Thus it is clear from the above 

discussion that the centralized charging is better in 

comparison with the centralized charging. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this work Centralized and Decentralized Charging 

has been executed for a day on load curve. It has 

been concluded from the obtained results that the 

Centralized Control Technique is more efficient to 

carry out the scheduling in comparison of 

Decentralized Charging. In Decentralized Control, 

load is clipped for peak hour up to some extent but 

Centralized Control has proved to be more efficient 

as it has curtailed the load for greater span. 

Moreover the deviations in profile of load curve is 

more in case of Decentralized Control instead of 

Centralized One. Thus it is concluded from the above 

work that Centralized Charging is more efficient for 

the purpose of flattening the load instead of 

decentralized one. 
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